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I picked up

J932

KT

AJ9

entry to dummy. However, if a heart ruff is available you must get it now.
Look what happens if you woodenly play a trump. Declarer wins in dummy,

T542.

I passed r/w in first seat, and it was passed to my partner who opened 1
passed, and I bid 2

. RHO

showing 4 trumps and a good raise. LHO doubled showing

clubs, and partner jumped to 4

. RHO now bid 5

. Should I pass it around to

ruffs a spade, and simply pulls trumps and sets up his heart. If we get our
heart ruff and play a trump, declarer is still helpless but we have gained a
trick. He will have to ruff a spade and lead a diamond, but now we will win the
ace and draw his last trump.

partner, or double?
My lack of club honors suggests pass. However, I have already shown my 4th
spade, and my 4 clubs might give them a lot of problems in 5

. My red suit

holdings are also very good defensively. I opted to double, a decision I’m not sure
about. Everyone passed, and I faced my next decision.

If partner has Qxx of hearts, then returning the heart ten without playing a
trump now would be a costly play. Declarer can win it, knock out the diamond,
and can ruff 2 spades in his hand. However, if declarer had the

A he simply

would have won the heart shift and played a diamond immediately without
giving us a chance to return a trump. No, partner must have the ace of hearts.

What should I lead?
I regret to report that I fell from grace and instantly returned a trump when
This one is automatic, lead a trump. The opponents are bidding on shape, not on

in. It seemed natural, I was leading trumps to stop declarer from ruffing, and

high card points or a strong double fit. Since we have the other suits locked up,

it was working, and my partner had crossed to me to play another heart…

and the opponents are expecting to score a lot of trump tricks via a ruff, the best

This is stupid. It is easy to get caught up in the flow of a hand, especially when

plan is to lead a trump to stop this from happening. This is a very important

you are happy that you made the best lead from the beginning (we have no

concept to learn, figure out how they are planning to play the hand before you

chance of down 4 on a spade lead obviously). It is important to remain

lead, and attempt to thwart that plan. This is why I liked my 4 card club holding

unemotional and objective throughout the hand. I am probably going to start

for defense, I can keep playing trumps, and they don’t have 10 trumps to cross

sounding like a broken record soon, and perhaps I am re-iterating this point in

ruff with. If their trump is to ruff losers, my plan is to stop that from happening.

my blog more for my own benefit than my readers, but almost every bad play

I lead a club and see this dummy:

T74 954

K

AQJ93

I make stems from making auto-pilot plays, or plays influenced by one
emotion or another. It is just so key to always analyze every situation based on

Declarer wins the trump in his hand as partner pitches an encouraging spade.

its own merits, and it is always stupid to make a mistake when a few seconds

Declarer plays the

reflection would have made it clear what the right play was.

Q from his hand, and as partner knows your count you play

the 9, a suit preference signal for hearts. Partner duly shifts to the 7 of hearts, and
RHO plays low very quickly. You win the king and…

Anyways, that was a missed opportunity, instead of 800 we got 500 when our
vulnerable game was cold (partner had 5350 with the

I hope you stopped to think! Obviously you want to continue pulling declarer’s
trumps. He will not be able to ruff all the spades in his hand, as he has no fast
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Q also).

